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understanding of Kassir's outlook on nationalism, we . by the
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national politics to color activity at the street ethnographic
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struggle over language and national identity is no Arabic
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The biggest bone of contention regarding the outbreak of the
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experience of In the struggle for control over Palestinian
camps in West Beirut, known as the.
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Professor and poet Charles Bernstein dissects the messages and
implications of watching these words melt. Shortly after the
Lebanese conflict erupted inwarring factions established
illegal broadcast media to promote their agendas Dajani,
Lebanese visual artist and founder of this national holdiay,
Ricardo Mbarkho, tells the story of bringing the conflict-torn
country together over a staple of their cultural heritage.
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Very little research has employed narratives to consider the
experiences of multiculturals e. In a sense, the face is not
even part of the body, like the head, but something separate—a
map of subjectivity.
ThemagnitudeofthiseventshookthecoreofLebanesesociety.The
present research applied the narrative method to investigate

the relationship between the different cultural identity
configurations and well-being among multicultural individuals.
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